
Company Name LOCH INSH

Address of Premises KINCRAIG
INVERNESS - SHIRE
PH21 1NU
TEL: 01540 651272

Task Tubing 2022/23 Risk Assessment No. RAB 004

Name of Assessor J Freshwater Signature JF

Assessment Date 18-10-2022 Review Date 18-10-2023

What are
the

significant
hazards?

Who
might

be
harmed
and how

What are you already doing Do you need to do anything
else to control the risk?

Action by Who Action by
Date

Completion
Date

Injury
crossing the
road

Staff and
visitors at
risk of
being hit by
cars

Briefing given before leaving
the building
Crossings supervised.

Make sure a responsible adult is
supervising

Parents,
instructors, or
other adults

immediate 14-12-2021

Injury from kit
left on slope

Staff and
visitors
may collide
with
equipment
left on the
slope

Safety briefing given prior to
activity starting
Remove all unnecessary
equipment from the slope prior
to starting session.

Ensuring all kit is stored
correctly when not on session

Instructor. immediate 14-12-2021



Falling out of
tubes,
running into
other people
or hitting
barrier with
force.

Staff and
visitors
could get
grazing
from the ski
slope, or
injury from
colliding
with others

Appropriate clothing to be
worn.
Gloves to be worn when on the
slope.
Helmets worn when on slope.
Descents managed by group
leader, a maximum of 6 people
sliding at a time.
None tubers not allowed on
slope, everybody must clear
the landing area before next
people slide.

Brief all staff - this can vary
greatly depending on the
weather conditions. Wetter
weather will make the tubes go
faster.
Ensure guests walking back up
to the top stay at the edges.

Instructor immediate 14-12-2021

Loss of
control

Staff and
visitors
could be hit
by out of
control
slope uses

Start heights explained and
monitored group leader
Proof of ability demonstrated
prior to moving higher
Strategic positioning of staff to
stop runaways

Make sure a trained group
leader is present and
supervising during all sessions.

instructor immediate 14-12-2021

Injury to
Fingers &
thumbs

Staff and
visitors at
risk from
catching
finger in the
matting

Danger explained to keep
hands away from the mat and
always hold onto the tube
handle

Make sure a trained group
leader is present and
supervising during all sessions.

instructor immediate
and ongoing

14-12-2021


